SOME TIME AGO
I ASKED SOME FRIENDS:
IF THE US IS PARANOIA LAND AND ITALY IS FASCISMLAND WHAT WOULD ICELAND BE?

Racistland
Broken ass in the streets
every Friday
Baby bootland
Clichéland, cliche

Individualist
Insufficient

Stupidland
Washabeland

Ignorakeland
Ego-cen-tric-land

Optimisticland
Mysteryland

Berichardshutupland
(Goisricotchis-to-land)

Sheepland
Tiny dogland

Sheepdog gangland
Don't get too close to

Pateticland
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UNEMPLOYMENT

Antonio Rilievo
RARUNANUKUV@GMAIL.COM
SWINE FLU

AN EXTINCTIONIST
COMIC

FLU
CLOUD

COUGH!

AND HE'S BREATHING IT IN.

AND HE'S NOT THE FLU.

OH MY GOD! THIS GUY IS DEAD!

Hi, I would like some COUGH!

SHOP
HE GOT OFFENDED
or it was an ambush

I'm bored already
Anyway, you know how it is
Anyway, they are going to cough and die
and the next will take the flu and they are going to cough and die and so on...
The other day I found a spider in the cupboard and I left him there.
OF COURSE I HAVEN’T THOUGHT HOW EASY IT IS. THE SHOP DOESN'T HAVE ANYTHING TO LOSE. IF THE COMIC DOESN'T SELL THEY CAN ALWAYS GIVE IT BACK TO YOU.

YEAH, SURE, JUST FILL THIS IN.

**Name Product:** UNEMPLOYMENT

**Price you want to sell it:** 100KRW

**Quantity of copies you left:** 70

**Date Sigh**

1927

I DON'T UNDERSTAND WHY EVERYTHING HAS TO BE EXPENSIVE. I HAD NO COSTS IN MAKING THE COMIC AND I'M HAPPY IF SOMEBODY WANTS TO READ IT.

YOU KNOW YOU CAN PUT THE PRICE UP A BIT

THAT'S FINE

2-10-70
Today I went to the pool in Vesturbaer.

I tried but instead of the key for the locker, they gave me a barcode.

A barcode!!! I couldn't believe it.

Why do I need a barcode to go swimming?

There was a machine that would scan your barcode.

Of course I needed it to be able to go to the locker room.

Hi, I made a comic and I was wondering if you would like to sell it.

For a long time I thought about bringing it to the shop but I didn't because or how crappy the comic is.
I AM ALREADY PARANOID ENOUGH ABOUT SOCIAL CONTROL AND I THINK THAT IN A COUPLE OF YEARS WE WILL HAVE FINGERPRINT READERS THAT WILL AUTOMATICALLY TRANSFER THE PAYMENT ON OUR BANK ACCOUNTS. THAT WE WILL BE OBLIGED TO HAVE.

PLEASE PRESS YOUR FINGER HERE AND BE HAPPY NOW!

(OPS, NO THUMB)

IF YOU DON'T FEEL HAPPY ENOUGH PLEASE CONTACT THE NEAREST CERATION FACILITY

THEN, IN A COUPLE OF YEARS FROM THEN WE WILL HAVE RETINAL SCANNERS ALL AROUND US.

THE POINT IS THAT I DON'T WANT TO SPEND TOO MUCH TIME IN MAKING COMIC. THAT MEANS, OF COURSE, THAT THEY ARE BOUND TO BE CRAPPY. MORE COMIC I READ MORE IT SEEMS TO ME THAT ALL COMIC ARTISTS ARE QUITE FUCKED UP, ISOLATED, LONERS OR NOT ABLE TO HAVE PROPER RELATIONSHIP. MAYBE WE ARE ALL LIKE THAT BUT I PREFER BE HAPPY THAN BE A GOOD ARTIST.

"I KNOW HOW MANY TIMES YOU USED THE PUBLIC TOILET"

"I KNOW HOW MANY CHOCOLATE BARS YOU ATE IN THE LAST MONTH"

"I KNOW WHEN YOU AND YOUR GRANDMA SPOKE AT THE PHONE"

"I PERFECTLY ELABORATED YOUR CONSUMER PROFILE IN ORDER TO LET YOU ALMOST FIND SOMETHING THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO BUY SO THAT YOU WILL NEVER CHANGE TASTES"
Then when they will finally have the DNA back, we will have to spit in a bowl to let the computer identify us.

PLEASE SPIT CLOSE TO THE BOWL AND DON'T INTRODUCE MORE THAN 7 ML OF SALIVA

OR INSTEAD OF SALIVA WE WILL HAVE TO SCRATCH OUR SKINS IN ORDER TO HAVE ENOUGH CELLS TO READ THE DNA

ARE THESE ENOUGH?

OK, ONE PROBLEM WITH MY COMICS IS THAT I WRITE A LOT BUT I DON'T DRAW ENOUGH

NOW, FOR EXAMPLE, I WRITE A LOT AND I'M JUST REPEATING THE SAME IMAGE OF BEFORE. I HAVE TO EXERCISE IN MAKING MORE IMAGES AND BE ABLE TO TELL A STORY THROUGH THEM. THE PROBLEM IS THAT I DON'T KNOW HOW TO DRAW MOST OF WHAT I WANT TO DRAW.
At the border with Romania

Anyway the pool wasn't so good. After 70 minutes of swimming I couldn't stand on my legs.

The hot water was the usual "human soup" with hair and stuff floating around.

I couldn't stand more than 5 minutes in the steam bath so I left.
Some time ago I've been invited by some anarchist friends to a football match.

No, I don't want to play.

Come on, you can be the referee.

A referee? In an anarchist football match? Why would there be a referee, to say what's right or wrong and that some rules have been broken?

After some small talk he went to the point of his story. Yeah, I was playing in the bar over there and I met a girl that lives just behind it so I started to fuck her and now she wants me to always go to her place.

Do you know Rocco Siffredi?

Second encounter. We were waiting for the bus because the metro was closed. We met this guy at the bus stop.

Ah, you're from Italy. I love your women... But also Swedish women are beautiful, they are our export number one.
We and Dan went out for a night walk over the frozen lake.
We just thought of walking a bit but then we decided to go for a beer.
We ended up in a sportbar.

We went to have some fries and we had our first encounters.

Family Guy and he was telling me about the episode where Peter grows a mustache and goes to the Italian deli and pretends to speak Italian (but looks like babada buhdi) more like the dinosaurs. "Then he from Sesame Street" his tattoo of Peter Griffin...

But how could there be two different teams, two different anarchist teams to play against each other?

Ok, there are many different "branches" inside anarchism, but they are all supposed to go in the same direction so they should all score in the same goal.
BALACLAVA

ANARCHO-INSURRECTIONISM (I DON'T KNOW OF ANY ANARCHO-INDIVIDUALISM) ANARCHO-CAPITALISM (SOUNDS STRANGE, ISN'T IT?) I DOUBT THAT IS ACTING AS A MOVEMENT

IF I WOULD IMAGINE SOCIETY AS A FOOTBALL MATCH IT WOULD BE FULL OF REFEREES... SOMETIMES THEY ARE DISGUISED AS CAMERAS...
...making it impossible for an anarchist to score.
I feel as an anarcho-disillusioned, I don't know anymore if anarchism is "the way" and I saw so many times different anarchist groups splitting up and fighting each other instead of being united towards the goals that they wanted to achieve.

Okay, so let's not go to the protest against the neo-fascist party because if we will meet the other anarchist group we will have to fight them.*

This makes me think that there are "anarchist groups" not an "anarchist movement."

The point is that people don't want to change, they don't want to give up their wealth, more somebody has less he wants to share it.

When anarchists talk about revolution I find it very pointless because the population doesn't want a revolution.

When revolutions were when masses were really suffering, so they had reasons to revolt, but right now, in our western society, people are just not suffering enough to want to change the system. Beside this, most of the attempted revolutions were broken by militarist powers (who has money always has power) even if masses were fighting a just cause.

I don't know anymore if anarchism is "the thing," sometimes I think that if it would be "the thing" it would have been happened already. Maybe it happened when humans were primitives or is still happening with some tribes around the world.